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SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

•  Croquet fabric from DS Quilts Collection, 1/8 yd each 
of 3 different designs (enough to make 3-4 keychains)

• One 9"x12" soft sheet of Phoomph!™ for fabric (enough to make 3-4 keychains)
• One 1" or 11⁄2" swivel clasp for each keychain
• Small amount of Tacky Glue®

• Scissors
• Ruler
• Pencil or fabric marking pen
• Toothpick

DIRECTIONS:

1. Follow steps 2 through 11 to make a wide keychain.

2.  For a 11⁄4" wide key chain, cut the following pieces of Phoomph!™ : one 11⁄4"x11" main strip, one 11⁄4"x23⁄4" top 
strip, one 11⁄4"x11⁄4" square, one 11⁄4"x33⁄4" contrast band.

3.  From the main fabric, cut one 13⁄4"x133⁄4" outside strip. From the lining fabric, cut one 11⁄8"x133⁄4" strip. From the 
contrast fabric, cut one 33⁄4"x13⁄4" strip. Center fabric motifs on the strips while cutting.

4.  Remove paper from one side of the main strip of Phoomph!™; center it sticky side down on one end of the wrong 
side of the outside fabric strip. Remove paper from one side of the Phoomph!™ top strip and center it sticky side 
down on the remaining fabric so one end butts up against the main strip.

5. Remove the remaining paper from top of the Phoomph!™. Fold the edges of the fabric over the Phoomph!™ strips.

6.  Apply a small bead of glue along the edges of the wrong side of the lining strip. Place the lining wrong side down 
centered on the inside of the Phoomph!™.

7.  Remove the paper from both sides of the Phoomph!™ square and place it on the lining side of the main strip 21⁄8" 
from the end so it is centered over the place where the two Phoomph!™ strips join. It is easy to feel the line where 
the strips join through the fabric. 



8.  Slip the swivel clip over the top of the main strip and fold the end so it covers one half of the square and press  
it in place. 

9. Fold the remaining end of the main strip up to cover the remaining half of the Phoomph!™ square.

10.  Remove the paper from one side of the contrast band of Phoomph!™ and center it sticky side down on the wrong 
side of the contrast fabric strip. Remove the remaining paper from the top of the Phoomph!™. Fold the edges of 
the fabric over the Phoomph!™ strip.

11.  Center the contrast perpendicular to the front of the keychain about 3/4" from the swivel clip. Fold the ends to the 
back of the keychain and press them in place. 

12. Follow steps 13 through 15 to make a narrow keychain.

13. For a 1" wide keychain, cut one 1"x12” strip, one 3"x1" strip and one 1"x1" square from Phoomph!™.

14.  From the main fabric, cut one 11⁄2"x12" outside strip. From the lining fabric, cut one 7/8"x12" strip. From the 
contrast fabric, cut one 3"x11⁄2" strip. Center fabric motifs on the strips while cutting.

15.  Follow the directions for the wide keychain, omitting the steps for joining the Phoomph!™ strips on the main fabric 
strip. Place the Phoomph!™ square 2" from the top end of the lining side of the main strip in step 6.

Skill Level 2: Some experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: Less than 1 hr 

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project. #294-2834
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